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PREFACE
. THE political atmosphere in India is charged
with an expectancy heretofore unexperienced.
The cessation of the regime of Political
Slavery for Indian peoples, it is hoped, is to
commence within a visibly near future. W e
are in jolly good company if this conjecture
turns out to be ill-founded. This enticing
portrait of India's coming freedom is vitiated
by ugly streaks of those lustful people, who
under the cover of their numerical superiority,
are manoeuvring to perpetuate the curse of
political bondage under an Indian label.
This is professedly a communal book for it
brings to fore the most dire need of an Indian
community of six million strong, viz., the
Sikhs, the builders of the Punjab.' The Hindu
Congress, in spite of her sudden and inexplicable change of front and insistence on united
India during the present political parleys, a r e '
, ultimately sure to give recognition to the
demand of the Muslim League, throwing the
Sikhs to the tender mercies of the Muslims.
The Muslims are, on their part equally deter*
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mined and anxious to forge political mendicancy
for the Sikhs, In the pages of this book is
examined the Sikh nation's attempt to find a
way out from this ghoulish political spectacle
which turns freedom for one community into
slavery for another. That attempt has crystallized into a demand for an independent State
for the Sikhs.
The author does not subscribe to the fiction
of Indian Nation. No such thing ever existed.
India was and is a home of many communities.
To state otherwise is either to delude oneself
or to deceive others. This book accordin
is addressed to those genuine lovers of freedom
and democracy who grasp the full signif
of these political concepts drawn from Western
political thought, in the content of political
facts extant in the country. In the country's
struggle against the alien rule there was a
community of interest working in the soldiers
recruited form different nations inhabiting the
country, united by the tie of common subj
tion—the urge to shake off political imbecility
to rise to political manhood. It is no use
blaming this or that nationality that her
regiments contributed to the common cause
bore no ratio to her numerical strength. W i t h
v.
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the command of 'Cease fire' the ranks return
to their respective Camps. Shall we hope that
spoils of war, or to put it mildly, the prize of
our efforts and sacrifices shall be shared by a
the participants of the political Crusade. N o
nationality shall be deprived of the benefit of
national self-determination in the era of freedom
that is going to dawn in India. Freedom for
India shall mean freedom for all and not for
this or that community in particular. N o
community shall seek, create or forge excuses
and arguments to satisfy her frightful lust of
one nation ruling over another. To argue as
some political leaders do, that let freedom and
T
pow er to use it first come into particular hands,
they will think of sharing it with others later,
smacks of fascist mistrust rather than of
democratic confidence. That these professed
worshippers of freedom should contrive to forge
chains for others passes one's comprehension,
matters little what arguments are advanced
to materialize this totalitarian desire. The fact
that it does mean denial of freedom to many
remains unaltered. Let every nationality be
granted ungrudgingly and without any reservation the right to pursue her national life in an
atmosphere free from traces of political
*
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serfdom That way
the hope of building
amity and concord between different units of
th
big country which may presag th
w
era of prosperity for the masses. To think
and act otherwise is to turn th country into
a permanently seething cauldron of discontent
and strife, nullifying the prospect of political
freedom being put to any social use.
»
The author is indebted to numerous authors
on whose works he has freely drawn. Special
thanks are due to the Publishers for their
running the book through print so speedily and
with such care.
SADHU S W A R U P SINGH
Amritsar.
April 13, 1946
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CHAPTER I

/•

FAILURE O F PEACE STRATEGY

*

HOW galling to the humanity to be made to
witness twice the painful orgy of man-slaughter
on a global scale within a short span of twenty
five vears. Two of us may not agree as to the
different factors' responsible for these social
conflagrations. But none will seriously dispute
that on ultimate analysis the predisposing cause
shall always be found to be the appalling disparity between the economic resources that
different nations happen to enjoy. As between
individuals so with nations it is the hiatus
between the strong and the weak that makes
one throttle the other.
Inequality inter-se
nations has invariably disturbed the world
peace. Yet every one of us ardently esires
to put a stop,
possible, to the recurrence of
this blood bath, this cracking of the world
economic fabric. Its social cost even to the
spectator and the victor himself is undeniably
immense.
But how ? W h a t is the peace
strategy that men have tried ? This pacifist
desire for social security first found expression
*

/

*
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in the Covenant of League of Nations after
the Great War of 1914-18, thanks to the imagination of President Wilson. The same desire has given birth to the United Nations
Organisation now constituted after the World
W a r No. 2. It augurs well that no less than
forty-nine nations have signed this embodiment
of the international will to excommunicate the
arbiter of force. Before hopes could be entertained that the Organisation would prove an
effective machinery to preserve world tranquility from shocks of social insecurity that
base nature of humanity is so prone to generate,.
the international atmosphere is highly charged
with grave misgivings indicating that perhaps
the same destiny awaits to overtake the U.N.O.
which the child of President Wilson had to
encounter.
Desire to maintain and promote peace is
neither insincere nor unnatural. W h y does
the machinery devised prove or tends to prove
repeatedly ineffective ? Cryptic answer would
be—Power-Politics. The leaders, the top-dogs
whether of professed democracies and republics
or of the much-denounced totalitarian states
all have imperialist imagination and ambitions.
The two wars might and do differ in the
*

scale of their destructiveness, the sweep of their
extent, the intensity and duration of their
havoc but their general pattern remains distinguishably alike. They were mainly clashes
between two competing powers, each contending for the establishment of its own hegemony
over the other. Ideologies and principles are,
of course, invoked to make the best of the situation. Before Mr. Churchill came to power a
statement is attributed to him that " England
shall not go to war unless her direct interests
are involved."
Roughly speaking three principles inspired
the building of the League of Nations. The
first was the self-determination ot nations, the
principle of giving to every ethnological or
cultural unit of humanity a homeland, a place
with right to work out her destiny unhindered.
For it was rightly felt that League of Nations
could only function as a League of free nations,
i.e., an association of equals, not of the strong
and the weak.
The second principle considered so essential
for social security was the democratic constitution of the member states. A dictatorship is
more readily prone to tread the war-path than
a democracy.
*

t
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The third principle of social security was
embodied in the institution styled as International Labour Office, set up to secure a
minimum of economic security for workers
throughout the world. The I. L. O. did s
ded work, no bodv will deny.
How were those principles honoured ? More
perhaps by breeches than by observance. These
fundamental principles were clouded in the
Peace Conference—that camouflaged piece of
battle for power and ascendency—and later on
either torpedoed one by one or deliberately
forgotten. The equality of nations remained
an embellishment for the text of the Covenant. Powers never condescended to put it
into practice. It was used only as a device to
justify dismemberment of Germany or to buttress the claim of Iraq for political divorce from
Turkey. The rattle of Indian chains was too
faint to be heard by the protagonists of selfdetermination. But no-body would gainsay
the peace-building power of the principle.
There were Groups, Blocks or Combines of
Big Powers but never a League of (equal)
Nations. Big Powers negotiated about the very
life of many a small power with the representatives of the latter cooling their heels in an
•
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anteroom. The League merely endorsed -t^h^^e_^^_i
doings of Big Powers, rather than discussed
them, who misappropriated the instrument devised for collective security for their own game
of power-politics. The detailed story of halt*
ingly applying economic sanctions against Italy
and then suddenly lifting them for the preven
tion of her attempted rape on Ethiopia is a
brilliant essay on bona fides of one of the Big
Powers. To Sir John Simon the W a r of
Ethiopia was not worth one British warship*
The League failed to check Japanese ag
gression against China, of Franco's gangsterism
against Spain, Hitler's against Austria. W h y ?
The three principles which could give birth to
collective security had already been thrown to
the wind. The international instrument was
impotent to castigate any of its members for
its non-allegiance or open defiance. To enforce
aw and order in between states requires, on
the one hand, some measure of erosion of
national sovereignty and, on the other hand, an
international machinery backed by a force
greater than that of any other national state.
Power points to Combines and Blocks of big
states ; peace to a union of small states, none
i i .,
eing dangerously big or powerful to throw the
*
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rest of the world into choas whenever its Imperium Majesty choses so to do. If European
peace enjoined the dismemberment of Kaiser's
Germany, world peace calls for vivisection of
America, of the United Kingdom and of the
U. S. S. R. Professor Laski's memorable saying,
44
Power corrupts the noblest hand that wields
it " has a lesson for all. Power should be
checked, restricted, and not allowed to put on
dangerous dimension with a provision for its
automatic withdrawal whenever it threatens
peace. Corruption of the hand is directly proportionate to the mass of power that it holds.
Power's rightful function is to aid in construction, whenever it perverts its function it loses
ipso facto allegiance of persons as moral beings.
Greatness has its own snares. One feels
great or small according to the size of the idol
one worships. Greatness, Power, Triumph
even at the cost of somebody's humiliation,
weakness and defeat give elation to men of
imperialist mode of thinking. Men with such
pattern of mind love to be associated with Big
States, forgetting that Big Powers have always
in point of fact endangered world peace.
Their vision being warped with power, they
fail to appreciate the importance of small states.
I

I

Such men are in jolly good company with
socialists as well as diehard imperialists.
Webbs and Churchills, Trumans and Stalins,
walk hand in hand. They think in terms of
empires. On big powers falls the self-imposed
task of world-settlement and consequently the
right of world rule, for are not duties and
rights correlative ? Even the great apostle of
pacifism, Mahatma Gandhi thinks of building
an Indian Empire and would confer the title of
Fidi Defenser or His Hindu Majesty. In the
imperialist conviction the small state is played
out.
In India there is no dearth of facsimile of
this European prototype of Power worshipper.
Whenever there is any talk of granting freedom to cultural units of India on the basis of
self-determination, such power worshippers will
hasten to paint most horrid pictures of Balkanization of India. The idolatrous race of the
Hindus feel perturbed over any territorial redistribution to respect the natural yearnings
of natural groups to be provided with a home-

a n d. I^I^H^^I^I^^^^I^H^^I^H^IH

The Balkan States have always been stigmatized as the powder magazine, the danger spot
of Europe. In point of fact not a single dispute

ot any petty Balkanian State has been responsible for any major conflict. Frontier quibbles
of these small states were never a cause of any
war. In fact, it was always some big power
that first sounded the war bugle. The League
was ways a success in liquidating peacefully
the disoutes of small states Sh lay prostrate
before an issue which involved a
Power
Not the existence of petty sovereignties but the
rapacity of big states to engulf the former, sets
the world on march of madness. The argument
of th e small states being a temptation to a
state convinces only the wolf ready to devour
a lamb. Small states come nowhere in war
except as silent sufferers reluctantly dra ed in
is the unrestricted sover
the moral debacle.
eignty that refuses to submit to any international
refuses to submit because it
rule of order.
is too big to e made to bow. Any international organisation to render collective security
possible must needs be bigger and more powerful than anv of the national states. This is only
possible if some check is provided for the size
of national independent units. This will obviate
a great wastage of social effort and resources in
both the spheres of international and national
life. This is the new peace strategy that holds

•
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promise of success: The political history of
the world has one lesson for sincere wellwishers of world peace and that is to encourage
the formation of small national states and discourage the worship of might in the, guise of
big states.
So much about war and its possible prevention. But the votaries of power have another
card up their sleeves. They put forward another
argument for hastening the demise of small
states. For a more profitable exploitation of
nature, a big economic unit, they postulate, is
essential. The argument has a superficial
plausibility about it. It ignores the fundamental
factor of the connection between economic
activity and political forces'. For planning you
require a big unit. But how long will that big
unit allow vour planning to go on uninterrupted ?'
Big states are liable to huge economic con
vulsions. In .the period of economic depression
that preceded this war, it were the small states
as distinguished from big states that successfully
weathered the economic blizzard. Besides it
is idle to talk of long term planning in a world
which might collapse any moment before a
political upheaval. This is no argument, however, for planless economy. It was the Imperial
*
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Conference at Ottawa, a Conference of Big
Powers that torpedoed the tariff truce arrived
at between small states at Oslo.
The constitutional pundits are going to be
busy with their game in India. Let them not
ignore the lesson written in lurid letters on
war-ravaged world. There is a great temptation
to fall in with imperialists like Churchill,
Truman and Stalin. But
one imperialist
ot to be replaced by another of the
gime is
not Ito be
more instrument
same kind, if
a dde to the armoury of world destruction,
humanity prays for building small nation states
of this vast sub-continent of India,—the hamlet
and not the home of one-fifth of the total
human race.

CHAPTER

UNITY OF INDIA
•

Out of 380 million residents of this subcontinent 220 happen to be Hindus.
Foreseeing the application of majority rule, one of
the principles of representative democracy, to
political life in free India, Hindus could visualize
with prophetic exactitude that the political
power coming to Indian hands would have the
only implication of its falling into their hands,
the hands of the majority nation. Consequentthey have very persistenly, even to the point
of ludicrous absurdity, put forward through
every device known to publicity and propaganda, the hypothesis of Indian unity and
Indian nationality. That it is a travesty of
facts is clear even to a cursory and casual observer of India. The stress on Indian unity
has invariably come from Hindu side, originating for their desire to make political capital
out of it—the desire to build Hindu Raj.
Let us begin with the most ardent exponent
of Indian unity, viz., Pandit Jawahar Lai Nehru
a very respectable and brilliant son of the Hindu
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community. He writes, " the idea of political
unity of India always persisted (its existence is
2
presupposed), and kings and emperors sought
to realize it.
Ashoka indeed achieved unity
two thousand years ago and built up an empire
far greater than that of Britain in India today." Needless to add that Ashoka's empire
proved not Indian unity but her common su
jection as does Britain's of to-day. Unity is a
feeling, a consciousness, not a state or condition
occasioned by similarity of circumstances, W e
never speak of unity between rupee coins because all carry the face of the same emperor or
are issued by the same Master of His Majesty's
Mint. A police man may lock up Pandit
Nehru and a social criminal together in the
same room. It will be insulting as well as
wrong to speak of any unity between the two
gaol birds. The learned author of the "Unity of
1
India ', however, hastens to remedy the wron
statement in the next paragraph when he adds
that ''the desire for political unity in India as
in other countries before the advent of nationalism was as usual the desire of the ruler or t h e
conqueror and not of the people as a whole.'*
#

1
2

The Unity of India. By Jawahar Lai Nehru p. 13.
Parenthesis mine.
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An all-India political unity thus was not possible in the past. The Pandit goes on to caution
that "superficial observers of India, accustomed
to the standardization which modern industry
has brought about in the West, are apt to be
1impressed too much by the variety and diversi
th
deptl of insight
ty of India." W
Nehru, is
th opinion
part of obse]
missing the unity of Ind
th
responsible f
th
is
conspicuous
d
What baffles the
aspect
of
Indian
unity
sitive
2 of a
ab
the
essay
written
to
make
cl
th whol e
to him what he obviously cannot and does not
see that supposed unity of India. One requires
lance
at
that
a
mystic vision to be able to have
metaphysical unity to which ordinary mortal
called
unity-blind
Th may
are bl
from which every impartial observer suffered. In
author
quotes
with
ob
le
the me essay
fervour. Sir Frederick W h y t e who in The Future
East and West writes that the greatest of all
th
that
in Ind
the contradicti
1
diversity (discernible to one and all) is spread
ident
greater unity which is not immediately
it failed historically to find expression
beca
any political cohesion to make the country
\

1
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Parenthesis mine
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one." Sir W h y t e has been contradicted by
Nehru himself who has given the example of
political unity achieved under Ashoka. I leave
it to readers to judge if the above quotation
gives any support to the fiction of Indian unity
which even in the opinion of its own exponents
has not been evident to any one except gifted
seers who can see things which do not even
exist. Such writers rely more on the credulity
of their readers than on the strength of what
they write.
A little further in the same essay Mr. Nehru
asserts that "There is no religious or cultural
problem in India/' He must be a very bold
man who considers the country whose pasthistory is replete with religious persecution of
one community by the other, which registered
year in and year out a wave after wave of invaders not only to found empires but to exterminate infidels or to convert them to their own
faith, where not a year passes without a
visitation of communal riots under which lurks
some slaughtered cow or some music played
before mosque, as are devoid of religious problem ; where bitter Hindu rulers shoulder with
aggressive Muslim and a virile Sikh as one
without any cultural problem.

15

Language problem is dismissed by creating'
a dichotomy, out of the 222 language^ as the
census reports mention of two groups—the
Indian Aryans and the Dravidians. This dichotomy is further watered by saying that 50 % words
of Sanskrit are common to both the groups
which are closely allied. This may give food
for thought to a philologist. Does it make any
difference between the situation as it exists today
that language ceases to serve as a connectinglink between people inhabiting different parts
of the country, a Punjabi and a Bengalee. W e
could as well say that all the languages of tha
world have originated from the same human*
voice while words have been assigned different
meanings owing to local conditions, tastes and
prejudices. Does common origin obliterate or
explain away the present differences. Human
beings, and other anthropoid apes had a common
origin. Does this common biology breed any
unity between the two now.
How seriously and passionately people feel*
attached to their national languages can be
judged by the Herculian efforts of the Hindus
to inflict Hindi on the Muslim in the Province
where Congress reigned supreme matched only
with efforts of the Muslim in the Punjab
•
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and the N.-W. F. Province directed against
Hindi and Gurmukhi out of love for Urdu
which they regard as their national language.
The Indian National Congress, a predominantly and at present almost exclusively a
Hindu'organisation, so much so, that the Hindu
Mahasabha,the only professedly communal political organisation of the Hindus has at last
abdicated in the favour of the Congress, did
,of course enjoy some following from nonHindu communities, for all had the yearning
to be free from British subjection. But that
community of interest strong as it was did not
drown every other group-consciousness and
never give birth to Indian Nation. That has
been unmistaken history of the sixty years
of the joint struggle against the common foe.
The Congress tri-colour, the so called national
.flag of the supposed Indian Nation represents
trinity rather than unity. The national anthem
viz. the Vande-Matram is unmistakably Hindu.
It will be worth while to give a running
description of some of the relief features of
diversity of social life in India. If the Congressite Hindu preacher considers it as a
-vicious assault on the supposed Indian unity, it
lis his concern.
-
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India is the geographical label given to the
sub-continent exceeding 1,750,000 square miles
in area with extremities nearly 2,000 miles apart
housing one-fifth of the human race. The vast
region naturally encounters a very wide range
of climate with consequential diverse effects
on the nature and productivity of soil and th
social life of peoples dwelling thereon.
A
bewildering Babel of tongues as it is, it has been
aptly called an ethnological museum judging
from the number of different races that go to
form its peonies. European peoples who are
dered to belong to one big branch of m
kind—the Great W h i t e Family—constitute
now over two dozen native states. India was
invaded by three different stocks of humanity, the W h i t e , the Yellow and the Black
families. The result is that Indian peoples are
more heterogeneous than the peoples of any
other tract of this size. Most of the nations
in Europe belong to the common racial stock
yet obstinacy alone will dispute their different
nationalities now. One simply laughs at the
attempts of those who are out to prove Indian
peoples as one nation. To trace geneological
history of nations is a fruitless task, for what
matters is not the original common stock, dead

/
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and forgotten since long, but the social affinities to which peoples passionately adhere and
which influences their conduct towards other
national groups in the present. A Frenchman
may loudly proclaim to the invading Nazi
that they had a common ancestor, the appeal
nine times out of ten fails to revive any feeling
of tenderness or the common tie since long
extinct. A Hindu may go on protesting ad
nauseum that Muslim is his cousin who only
recently changed faith. But does it obliterate
the differences that exist between the two.
N o time and space I have to dilate on the sharp
contrast which the two religions present. Any
one who runs can read the difference between
the two. One is a polytheist, believes more
in contemplation than in action ; his attitude
towards life is that of an escape ; this world
is a deception for him from which he should
guard ; regards the Geeta, the Vedas and the
Upanishdas as his holy books ; religion to him
is more a matter of belief ; holds some rivers
as sacred ; loves a pilgrimage to Hard war.
Benares, Muttra, Badri Nath, Rameshwar, Ganga
an a host of other sacred places ; his religion
colours his diet and dress ; the Ramayana and
the Mahabharata are his great epics ; worships
i

l

^
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those
the cow
is national hero
wh 3 had the misfortune to fight against those
of the Muslims. The Muslim on the other hand
is a monotheist, accepts Mohammed as his Prophet and the Quran in Arabic as his holy book ;
he is vigorously engaged in doings pertaining to
this world ; his holy place lies far away in the
heart of a desert region sla u hter the cow
religion to him is made of social conduct which
often brings him in grips with the Hindu re
gards Urdu as his national language ; hjs
national heroes are the Crusaders of Islam and
his dress and diet differ violently from those
of the Hindus.
But what is meat for the Muslims is poison
for the Sikhs. Both eat meat but the meat
prepared in the Sikh mode is heresy on the
part of the Muslim to take and he would like
to chop off the head of the person who offered
him rather than take a slice from the dish. Sikh
is a monotheist but not of the Islamic pattern.
To call him a Hindu is to insult him ; to say
that he has anything common with the Muslim
is to revive painful memories of how his P r e ceptors an heroes suffered at the hands of the
Muslims. He differs from the Hindu as well
as the Muslim and the Christian in matters of
•

\
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religion, language, tradition, social custom, diet
and attitude towards life. The Hindu doctrine
of Ahamsa has no hold on him and he scoffs
at renunciation and asceticism. Most, not all
of the Sikhs, came from the Hindu stock and
there is no dearth of well meaning Hindu
friends who would affectionately, rather lustily
proclaim the Sikhs as Hindus on the ground of
their belonging to the same race. But to a
Sikh the expression of such affection is
nauseating and he sees the hidden motive and
does not reciprocate.
An angel alone would like and be able to
produce unity out of this diversity. W e frankly
profess to live in a world of mortals and confess
to be not masters of angelic capacities.
A community designing to entrap another
nation would not mind invoking the help of
old eommunities which have since become
extinct. Even a Muslim having lately pictured
up the art of cunning diplomacy will hold out
brilliant future of political peace and prosperity
for the Sikhs, if they placing faith in his
generosity would only pawn their political
future into his hands. That he does and should
make such promise is natural; that the Sikh
should refuse to be so assured unless he be•

t
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comes suddenly oblivious of his past history is
also obviously natural.
Race, religion, language, mode of attirement,
staple diet, tastes and temperaments, aesthetic
sense and attitude towards life all differ as we
travel from one part to the other of the country
which for geographical economy is called India*
One thing of course is common to all the
people of the sub-continent; they all belong t o
the same species of Homo sapiens. A t last we
have discovered a biological unity. But of
what practical use ? The peoples of India can
possibly lead to a forced agglomeration which
with deep differences in the very nature of its
component units can never be hoped to develop
common culture. To forge one democracy for
the millions of the country is to sow seeds of
permanent strife. In a society so flagrantly
heterogeneous pure majority rule will be a negation of democracy. Decisions of the majority
composed of members of one nation can have
no validity to the minority composed of the
members of another nation. Their only sanction
will be the might of the superior numbers of
the enacting majority. In the eyes of t h e
minority it will be tyranny par excellence.
Climate very largely determines one's diet,

22
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mode of his dress, occupation that he wishes
to follow, and last of all his biological growth.
This produces distinguishable natural characteristics and social traits. Social harmony lies not
in blatantly ignoring differences but in recognizing them and making adjustments accordingly.
Unity-wallas versus Diversity-wallas might
be considered a duel between interested combatants. Let us seek the aid of disinterested
observers who came to India in the past. Certainly they cannot be accused of giving a
deliberately garbled picture of what they saw
for any political motive. No observer, traveller,
politician, geographer or a historian remaine
unaffected by the striking diversity that India
presented and does present to-day. Their views
on this aspect alone, if collected, would swe
into a big volume.
India does not present a picture of unity
but that of an unparalleled diversity. Should
anyone conceive the idea of continuing their
forced unity, the unity of common subjection
ever after its break up by the withdrawl of the
British, he wishes to run the country with
blood, for whereas the people of India desire to
liquidate slavery, he on the other hand desires
its renewal with a Hindu or a Muslim overseer.
•
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GEMS TURN OUT PHONEY
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The birth of the Indian National Congress
symbolizes the renaissance of natural consciousness among the Hindu and that particularly of
the upper classes.
This can e prove beyond doubt on the
authority of writings and speeches of men like
Dr. Pattabhi Sitaramayya, Dr. Beni Prasad an
principal Gurmukh Nihal Singh. In fact, it
was an attempt to galvanize the loose links bind
in the vast agglomeration of Indian humanity
which for want of better descriptive term is
styled as Hindu. True, there was a sprinkling
of Muslims in its ranks in the early rather
middle stages of the movement, But truer still
that as a community the Muslims kept aloof.
For this political abstinence on the part of the
Muslim we shall see in a later chapter his
peculiar psychological make-up is responsible
above other reasons usually put
over an
forward. .
Even when efforts were made to maintain
1.

Cf.

The Meaning

of Pakistan by F. K. Durrani, Chapter V,
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a show of cosmopolitanization some of the
Hindu leaders apprehending a betrayal of the
original purpose, parted company with the
Congress. The logic of the subsequent events
and the policy followed by their august political organisation leaves more in doubt except
the one who wilfully wishes to remain in doubt,
that it is a Hindu organisation. W i t h the
possible exception of its founder its destiny has
been invariably guided by Hindu brains to
protect and uphold the dignity of the Hindu
brawns. The high lights among its stewardship are men like the late Gokhale, Tilak
Deshbandhu, Lajpatrai and its arch-guide being
Mahatma Gandhi.
One marvels at the simplicity of those who
could be deluded with the belief that an organization with a programme, code, convention
and traditions which make appeal to the
religious thought of one community, could one
day emerge as a national political organisation.
A communal organisation alone was a natural
corollary from such paraphenalia as the
doctrine of Ahamsa, or non-violence,, the spinning wheel, the tricolour, the Sanskritized
Vandematram, fasts r days of silence, now
perhaps replaced by the cow, the prayer
m
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assembly—all symbolic of Hindu pattern of religious thought. All this points unmistakably
to religion not to economics and politics. As
if a non-communal political organization could
be built on a religious basis, a basis in which
finds reflection the religious philosophy of ex
clusively one community. Mahatma himself
and his followers would hasten to turn round
and proclaim that all this is personal or exclusive
to himself and that he is not the official head
of the organisation, not even a four-anna
member £>f the Congress. This piece of hypocrisy, of course, convinces none. Everybody
knows that the Mahatma is the very soul and
life of the Congress. It will certainly redouned
to the honour of the great man if he gave up
this unconvincing argument of his not being
a four-anna member.
A

To revert to the storv. The Indian National Congress ceased before long to be true to its
label. The fact is, it is neither Indian nor nationnor a Congress. It could not be Indian first
for the adjective Indian describes nothing.
Secondly its claim to speak for all the nationalities of the country was always hotly debated
whenever the question arose. Recent happenings have proved this claim to be untrue beyond*
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-shadow of doubt. National it could not be in
the face of there being so many nations in the
-country and its professed Hindu policy. Many
thoughtful people have grave doubts of its
being a Congress. In point of fact, it is a coterie
•of high caste Hindus. Its Hindu policy has
finally been ratified by the Hindu Mahasabha,
by the virtual and voluntary liquidation of
the latter. The Lucknow Pact of 1916 is a
proof positive if needed of its being not an
Indian National Congress. There can be no
occasion for pacts between the peoples of the
same camp. Pacts denote parties, are a testimony to differences you patch up and compose
or compromise—division not unity.
»

i
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If the Sikhs joined the Congress it was not
o u t of their love for being a member of a new
nation but to discharge their religious duty
of fighting against injustice, the injustice of
British rule over Non-British peoples. On no
occasion they indicated their merger into the
Hindu nationality nor into the supposed Indian
nation which, of course, never came into being.
N o t to speek of appreciating their services to
the cause of the country's struggle against the
foreign rule which are clearly out of all proportion to their numerical strength and as such
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excel those of the other nationalities, the Con:gress -has always attempted to ignore them.
1
The usage of 'ignore is perhaps the mildest.
The Congress has gone even to the length of
attempting to sabotage their separate national
•existence by agreeing to the Muslim rule over

the Sikhs.
A brief review of the Congress policy to
wards the Sikhs since 1916 will turn the dead
patriots in their grave and be an eye-opener to
those who under the hypnosis of slogans could
not think independently as to what they had
been fighting for. Sawraj was actually meant
to blossom into Hindu Raj ; freedom, freedom
i o r the Hindu and the Muslim.
The Lucknow Pact was a pact between the
Hindus and the Muslims. The Sikhs found
their services rewarded by being completely
ignored. Yes virtue is its own reward ; how
foolish for a virtuous people to ask for a reward.
The Pact was naturally greatly resented by the
Sikh S Then followed a Punjab Conference
at Amritsar as a result of the efforts of the late
Sir Fazl-i-Hussain and L. Harkishan Lai. The
Conference endorsed the policy of the Pact so
far as the Sikhs were concerned. The Sikhs
again had no business to ask for anything. The
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Conference did not like that a virtuous race
should be a beggar. The resentment grew
apace.
>

Mahatma Gandhi loomed large on the politil h urizon. Contemplating his Non-co-operastrength
m
Movement h was
Th Sikh Leagu hel its S
t Amrit
Mahatma Gandh
the lat<
sar in 1913
Ali Brothers attended the Session and made
generous promises assuring that the policy of
the Lucknow Pact would not be repeated and
exhorted the Sikhs to throw themselves heart
and soul into the impending struggle against
the foreign rule. T\ie Sikhs were consoled and;
accepted to take upon their shoulders the res
ponsibility of maki
ry possible
crifice.
To properly apprecia
th e acrifice
volved
th
hould
do
well
to
recollect
lve. we s
that it was made despite the tempting offer of
a goodly share in services and political rights
conveyed to them by the then Governor of the
Punjab. The world knows how they acquitted themselves by proving themselves to be the
spearhead of the movement in the Punjab.
But when it was the turn of the Hindu coterie
they rewarded our services again by the repudiation of their promises. The Congress-

» .
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spoke in the terms of the Nehru Report, what
did it say for the Sikhs ? The report recommended weightage for minorities in every part
of the country except the Sikhs in the Punjab.
That was how Gandhian crosses were distri
buted for gallantry in the fight for independence. How could the Sikhs who believe in
violence be considered for any military decoration by the C-l-C. Gandhi ? The Report sold
the Sikhs to the Muslim in Punjab. The community with one voice protested against this
Brahmnical dispensation. At the All-Parties
Conference held at Calcutta in 1928 the Sikh
leaders spoke their grievance to the Mahatma
who recognised the injustice but expressed
helplessness to remedy the wrong done.
The
Congress would stand by the Nehru Report.
The Sikh leaders walked out of the Conference,
disgusted, disappointed and none the less disci
•

The political atmosphere became soon electric again. General Gandhi was again to declare
war against slavery. A fierce political struggle
was to ensue. Good old fighters had to be
called to colours.
Congress Hindu leaders
having perfected the art of ensnaring people
by false promises, themselves sought an

\
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audience with the Sikh leaders.
Mahatma
Gandhi, the late M. L. Nehru and Dr. Ansari
condescended to travel all the way to the office
of the Shiromani Gurdwara Parbandhak Committee at Lahore and stage another performance
The Nehru Report was agreed to be burried
the sands of Ravi ; it was to be a thing of
the past, and hence was to be forgotten. Th
Sikhs were given solemn assurance that no
constitution would be acceptable to the Congress unless it satisfied the Sikhs.
The later history is a painful story of:
repeatedly dishonouring the pledge given by the
top-ranking leaders of the Congress.
The
same Congress leaders now speak in different
languages. The assurances given were, how
ever, again accepted with good faith in ob
dience to the Civil Disobedience Movement
and the Sikhs fought shoulder to shoulder with.
the Hindu in the struggle for independence..
The Rouna Table Conference proved aborttive.
The party to the Poona Pact again
forgot the solemn pledge which it had given tothe Sikhs.. The communities not coming to
any agreement amongst themselves, the communal problem of necessity obtained a solution
from a British statesman, the notorious Com-
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munal Award working evidently to the detrrelicited not a word ofi
ment of the Sikhs.
protest from M . G a n d h i . He just kept mum.
Owing to the political insolvency of the Congress the Communal Award got a smooth i
passage, in th e Indian Legislative Assembly.
The Muslim League was strong enough to
carry it through. The Congress by its effete
neutrality betrayed its duty towards the Sikhs.
W i t h the actual coming into power of the
Congress in Seven Provinces in 1937 the Sikhs
ad a foretaste of the coming Sawraj under
the regime of provincial autonomy in pursuance of the Government of India Act, 1935.
It showed how the Hindus would treat the
Sikhs if the former had the power to do so.
Over fifty Sikh bodyguards of the provincial
th sack, their I
governor in Bombay were g
places being taken up by Hindus. Bombay re
mained the solitary province in India in the
f provincial autonomy
th e Cong
the aoostle of freedom, in power, wh
res
triction on th length f Kirpan won by th
Sikhs as a religious symbol could not
with
drawn Th Sikh contractors of Beh
were
1
given the command "right about turn, march'
to the Punjab, lock, stock and barrel. In the
V*
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United Provinces the freedom of conscience
vanished for the Sikhs.
The untouchables
could not embrace the Sikh faith, for if they did,
all the priveleges to which they were entitled
by virtue of their depressed economic status
would ipso facto terminate. Such instances
need not be multiplied.
They only indicate
the great distance that lies between professions
and actions of Hindu leaders ; that the Congress whenever it possesses power would
exercise it for the extermination and not protection of the Sikhs. Mahatma Gandhi can be
prepared to fast unto death if Hindu solidarity
is jeopardized ; his disciples can fast unto
death whenever Sikh solidarity is endan
In the Punjab the Congress could insult th
Sikhs by putting up candidates on Sikh seats
for the Provincial election in 1937—one Mr.
Kishan Singh, an Arya-Smajist and another
Comrade Teja Singh, an apostate. And they
were expected to speak for and repiesent the
Sikhs. W h a t a mockery ! The Sikhs had to
pocket the insult.
In 1939, correspondence passed between
Mahatma Gandhi and Master Tara Singh, the
leader of the community, which is at once
.disappointing and instructive, with the result
\
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that the
correspondence opened another
chapter in the history of the Sikh-Congress
relations. Mahatma Gandhi's finding was that
the place for a true Sikh was outside the Congress fold on account of his want of full faith
in Ahamsa. That verdict is an eye-opener to
those Sikhs who still cling to the Hindu organization. Congress creed, as I said before, is a
religion. A Sikh can't be a Sikh and as well
believe in another religion. The aforesaid
verdict exonerated Mahatma Gandhi of his
moral duty to stand by his pledge and assurance
given to the Sikhs.
In 1940, came the Lahore resolution of t h e
Muslim League embodying the Muslim demand
popularly called Pakistan. The Congress pun
dits have ever since been speaking in ambi
uous language and parables setting others to
guess as to the meaning of what they say. This
is but a device to deceive others that the Congress does not countenance the Muslim demand.
A t the Allahabad Session of the Congress in
1942 which ratified the Working Committee's
resolution regarding the Cripps proposals, t h a t
the Congress envisaged a federal union for
India, no unit being compelled to remain in the
union against her wishes, the Sikh leaders
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were not allowed even to table an amendment
by which they sought to safeguard their own
interest without endangering the interst of
anyone else.
The Quit-India resolution resulted in the
imprisonment of Congress leaders. Mr,
gopalacharia felt that the Hindu ambition
could not be realised without conceding Mr.
Jinnah's demand. He evolved the partition
formula which later received Gandhi's blessing. The formula was condemned unreservedly
by all the sections of the Sikh nation, for its
application i.e., Muslim Rule was clear to them.
After his release there was the 17-day meeting
between himself and Mr. Jinnah in Bombay.
Negotiations broke ultimately on their divergence as to the details. W h a t passes our comprehension is that the leaders talked and
talked for 17-days without their having a
to what was basic to their negotiations i.e.. the
right of separate and independent state for th
Muslims. The words "that partition shall
erected on my corpse" do not fit well into th
mouth of a shrewd and same politician w
could bless C. R's Scheme of partition and talk
for 17 days with the protagonist of partition.
Yet there are people who are not weary of reI
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peating that the Congress stands for United
ia. In sooth, negotiation broke because
Gandhiji would not grant to the Muslims the
right of being a separate nation not that Mahatma saw and could prove any unity between the
Hindu and Muslim but because he visualised
the prospect of other nationalities pressing for a
similar demand. Needless to comment that it
was to his knowledge that there are other nations
besides Hindus and Muslims, It is another
thing if the Mahatma treats them as such or
not.
The exigencies of the war compelled the
Governor General of India to have a cabinet
which could be truly representative of all the
sections of political life in the country. W i t h
a view to securing a broad-based executive
council he held a Conference at Simla to which
were invited leaders of all the political parties
of Indian peoples. The Congress put forward
the prepostrous claim of its being the representative of all sections of social life irrespective
of their nationalities. The claim could only be
put to test by appeal to the polls. Hence came
the election of 1945. T h e elections have given
a very clear verdict. One thing stands out
crystal clear, i. e.t the Congress represents the
*
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Hindus alone. The Hindu Mahasabha shall
have no occasion to take offence, if its nomineesare not invited to discussion (now being held
by members of the British Cabinet Mission) for
. feeling the necessity of voluntary liquidation
its candidates wherever it chose to contest election ultimately decided to withdraw in favour
of' Congress Hindu candidates. The Congress
bosses knew that their claim to represent
the Muslims was a bluff. In the actual campaign
of election, the Congress did not put up a single
candidate on Muslim seat. Of course it did
indulge in wire-pulling through some scapegoats.
But it pooled all its resources to deprive the
Sikhs the freedom to choose their representatives.
W e are now coming to the epilogue of this
drama, perhaps its most painful part. The veil
of pretension was lifted off the Congress
face and it forgot the Sikhs as a Hindu Sabha
in all its nakedness. The powerful batteries
of the so called nationalist Hindu Press
yelled barrages of false news, piling filthy abuses
on Sikh leaders. Hindu wealth flowed like
water to purchase as many Sikh voters as possible no matter at what price. All principles were
thrown to the* Winds. It was a fight between
the Hindus and Sikhs and in a fight everything
/
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is,fair was the guiding principle of the congress
Party. Candidates put upto a Sikh seat pitched
against those of the Akali Dal may not have
the remotest association with the Congress or its
programme.
The pivotal principle was the
holy aim of capturing as many Sikh seats as
possible in the legislature under the banner of
the Tricolour to deceive the world and the
British, that the Congress though it did not
represent the Muslims, represents the Sikhs.
The Congress could join hands with the community (its declared enemy) No. 1 in the
ht against the Sikhs. But with what results.
Lacking the funds and forces available to the
Hindus for the electioneering crusade to usurp
the Sikh positions, the community gave a clear
answer to the challenge. The answer is so clear
that I need not put into black and white here
Results speak eloquently.
The Sikhs joined the Congress to fight for
the common cause of political freedom but
not for the establishment of Hindu hegemony.
Abuses can and will surely be forgotton.
But
not the lesson from them, that this is the foretaste perhaps on a modest scale of how the
Hindus will behave towards the Sikhs and their
eights if the former but possessed the requisite
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power. They desire, perhaps naturally, the poKtical extermination of the Sikhs. Less said the
etter. How ludicrous is the incongruity
between what they say and what they do. But
the policy squares well with the doings of their
Aryan ancestors who exterminated the original
inhabitants of the country which they call as
Motherland. Let me close here lest the Hindu
Press should pour out its indictment that it is a
hymn of hate' calculated to
dermine Hindu
solidarity. They talk of solidarity, yet in the
same breath deny the
Hindus the right to
look after their own
darity Th gem o£
Swaraj that was prized by the Sikhs for its
supposed radiation of freedom for all. to their
dismay, has proved to be phoney.
•
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CHAPTER IV

THE BIRTH OF KHALSA
i

Indian humanity experienced the birth-pangs
of a new society in the sixteenth century The
land of five rivers gave birth to a new society
which in due course was destined to mature into
a nation. This nation did not come out from
vacuum. It came from the parent stock un
questionably Hindu. Lest the political academicians be perturbed over the usage we should do
well to allay his anxiety and surprise by dwelling
over the concept of nation. Remember that con
cepts which represent living feeling or some
sentimental consciousness cannot be adequately
ged in words. No definition will be 'found
ptabl to
completely satisfactory,
crete case. Such
covering every possibl
ch abstract
cept as
is the case with
is idle to resort to
democracy, state etc
musty old text books in search of a definition.
Some would clutch at the most convenient, of
nation which expresses its
garding a peopl
unity through a state. In other words, nation
it has a state. But what
nation be
»
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about the homeless Jews ? N o body seriously
denies them nationhood. W h a t about the dependent races of mankind ? In fact there is no
•essential relation between
statehood and
-nationhood. From the history of political
struggles all the world over, we can conclude
that as soon as a nation achieves full consciousness of its separate nationhood, it automatically
strives to attain the maximum of freedom
for the free expression of its national life and
demands a state. Whether* it succeeds in
actually obtaining one is different. Latvia and
Estonia have never been independent states
in the modern sense of the word; yet the Lett
and Estonian nations are a reality.
To some thinkers of the Hindu way of
thought the sum total of citizens who happen
to be under one state constitute a nation. Hence
it is that they conclude that Indian peoples
having the unity of common subjection in the
past under the Mauryian Empire and at present
under the British rule are a nation. One
wonders how a Hindu, a worshipper of plurality has suddenly developed his love for political
monism. The reason is not far to seek. It
gives him the excuse for the transfer of political power to him over millions whom he has
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treated with callous unconcern or deliberate
hostility. But he should not, however, forget,
that in a conflict between a nation and the
state it is the former that always survives. By
this is not meant to deny that a state does not
at all possess the nation-building power. There
have been such instances. But the normal
course is nation calling for a state and not state
you have any doubts
ildin a nation.
first recollect the instructive behaviour of how
the Germans in the Vol a regions of the
U. S. S. R. became a hot-bed for fifth-columnist
activities on the approach of Hitler's armies.
The Russian Government saw no other solution
ut the wholesale deoortation of six lacs o
Volga Germans to Siberia far from the front. It
is not common subjection that produces nationhood or else prison houses could be use as
nurseries for the production of nations. No
definition, as I said before, will be acceptable
to all. Perh aos that
iven by Renan enjoys
the greatest popularity and is the nearest
approach to truth. , He says, " A nation is a
rvin soul, a spiritual principle. Few things
constitute this soul ; one is in the past, the
other in the present. One is the common
possession of a rich heritage of memories ; the
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other is the actual consent, the desire to live
together, the will to preserve worthily the u n divided inheritance. To have common glories
in the past, a common will in the present ; to
have done great things together, to will to do
the like again—such are the essential conditions for the making of a people. To have
suffered and rejoiced and hoped together in the
past are the strongest limbs that bind a people
4t
together." Comrade Stalin remarked, A nation
is a historically evolved stable community of
language, territory, economic life and psychological make-up manifested in a community of
culture.•' In other words some of the obvious
bonds through which unity of a people find
expression are common language, religion, race,,
land and culture. It does not matter how many
of these limbs are present in the case of a particular nation, but what matters is how strong:
those limbs are which bind a prrticular group and
separate it from the rest. In shortest possible
words, it is the consciousness of being separate
from others and of belonging to a particular
group of humanity. It is the consciousness that
expresses through the state of feeling at
home amidst those a person regards as his own'
and feeling a stranger amdist people regarded
*
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not their own.
No single bond is to be given undue o r
exclusive importance. Language for instance
may make union possible but does not compel
it. The English and Americans speak the same
language but belong to different naions. Sikhs
and Punjabi Muslims speak the same language*
but there is no love lost between them. So
with race. To found nationality on basis of
ethnology is to court sure disaster. Race has*
lost all that sentiment about it. No ethnologist has so far succeeded in discovering a
pure race. Attachment to race is increasingly
on the wane. Ethnological limbs are not strongenough to give birth to a nation. Mahatma*
Gandhi's position is extremely vulnerable when
he wishes to label all the people of the country
as one Indian nation on the ground that they
belong to the common racial parent stock.
Common territory is another limb. Rivers and
mountains do not create a nation. Maps aredrawn by men not men made by maps. Land
affords only a place to live on, substratum to*
work on. Material nature does not determine
the soul of a people.
The definition given by Louis de Brouchere"
is considered perhaps the most comprehensive.
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H e says, " A nation is constituted by the
community of those who have at the same
time the will and the means of living together".
The definition is sure to offend our friend
the, homeless Jew. Under the circumstances
we cannot do better than to resort to tautology
and define a nation as a group that considers
itself to be a nation. O n ultimate analysis
Muslims need not go to Mahatma Gandhi and
.ask him if the latter considers the former a
separate nation. A Sikh need not bend his
knees before Mr. Jinnah to obtain for him the
certificate of the Sikhs being a separate nation.
That primarily is a matter for the Muslims, and
Sikhs respectively to decide for themselves.
They have to look within, to gauge their psy
, chological make-up, to read the point to which
their common past and present desire • has
pitch e up this consciousness to b e separate
from othet national groups. No •one is entitled
to adjudicate upon intensity of a feeling not
one's own. Herein lies the value of the principle of self-determination as an aid to the
solution of national problem. Of course, we
. do take upon ourself the courtesy of satisfying
other people that our contention oes no
violence to nations universally accepte as

V.*
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hair-raising accounts of persecution jointly
suffered. The Sikh has not to go to school
and read books on history to refresh the memories of his glorious past ; he daily repeats
the whole tale of joys and suffering in his prayer.
Has he anything in common with the Muslim ?
Yes, there is one common link discernible be
tween the ancestors of the two nations and
that is the link of persecution, one was the
persecutor and the other, the persecuted.
is not drawing the long bow but just a bare
fact without any gloss. The two faiths except
•for the common denominator of monotheism
are almost diametrically opposed in their teachings. W h a t with the Hindus ? 'Admitted we
have certain common social customs. But we
are ashamed rather than proud of our common
Hindu ancestry. That probably explains our
parting with it. Our national heroes are quite
different. Our life is nourished literally on
different food. The Vedas, Upnishdas, the
Geeta have no significence for us, all sealed
books. Our religion is imbedded in the past,
the past which we daily conjure up before our
mental eyes in our prayer which inter alia
presents us the ghastly picture of Muslim
persecution and Brahmin treachery. Shall we

I
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forget our past ? The question if properly
worded should be instead "shall we give up our
religion ? " The answer is emphatic no.
Let us now turn to the second condition of
Renan's definition, viz, the desire to live together. That is evident from the conduct of
the nation. Some might object that the demand
is only an after-thought. National consciousness is the growth of a slow process during
which the psychological make-up of a people
•goes on shaping and reshaping itself under the
stress of social forces and in reaction to political
neighbours. The common past, on it built up
distinct culture, religion, language and mode
•of life has been slowly awakening the soul of
the nationality. Design of the Hindu and the
demands of the Muslim have undoubtedly
played no mean part in accelerating the growth
•of national feeling. There is on the one hand
the spectacle of the militant Hindu revivalist
movement whose generals are ever ready to
bargain with the Muslim the parcelling out of
the country's soil cost what it may to the Sikhs;
on the other hand is the Muslim impregnated
to the point of super-saturation with the zeal
to carve out for himself a Land of the Pure
with the consequence of making the red past
i
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turn into a living present so far as the Sikhs
are concerned. As a crisis tries a man's mettle
so does it measure the determination of a
nation to hang on together. A common grave
danger is perhaps the optimum temperature at
which a communal consciousness of a nationality ripens into nationhood. That is the time
when a nation calls for a separate homeland.
Status of equality is not possible in the position
of a community. Sooner or later a nationality
must feel the inadequacy of its position as a
minority community and ask for independent
political existence. W e have had the experience
of being a minority community and need not
be told how effective the safeguards of rights
and privileges are. W e mean to put an end
to that state. The Mahatma, of course, would
never accept our demand however reasonable
and urgent it may be, for it connotes erosion of
Hindu Sovereignty. To him we shall submit
that, to thwart a legitimate and natural asp
tion of a national group made not with a view
to aggression or aggrandizement but with the
simple desire to lead a life free from the oppression of a foreign majority is to lay the foundation stone of a big fountain-head of "strife and
struggle. Is it too much to hope that fairness*
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and not selfishness will guide us in the peaceful
distribution of the partitioning among the sister
communities, not depriving any of its due.
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CHAPTER V
T H E N A T I O N CALLS FOR H O M E L A N D
The march of political events led the Shiromani AkaliDal,the chief organisation that steers
the Sikh nation's ship of political life to adopt a
resolution in 1946 embodying the demand of the
Sikh State. To moralise public opinion at large
on the issue, the Dal treating its own resolution
as a sort of referendum invited the opinion
form each and every institution and organisation
of the community. The office of the Dal as
well as the Sikh Press has been deluged with
copies of resolutions endorsing in toto the
demand for the Sikh State. The demand refleets the inmost deep yearning of the nationality.
Historically this is not the first time that
the nation has asked for a State. The demand
was first sponsored by Guru Gobind Singh when
he baptised the Sikhs "and turned them into
"Singhs." In fact the whole process of slow
growth of full national consciousness was gone
through in a shortened form by the spiritual
contact with the great spiritual Alcheimst. The
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slow transformation was replaced by a miraculously sudden metamorphosis, at such an
amazing acceleration that seconds represented
centuries. The Master uttered the magic
formula, "Henceforth you are a new man, forget
your past race, caste and creed ; forget your past
• you are reborn a member of a new nation."
Borrowing biological nomenclature there was
sudden creation as contrasted with evolution in
the spiritual or national creation. A new species
of nationality came into being.
Our ancestry seconded the proposal not
with words but with their very flesh and blood.
The nationhood did not take long in ripenin
into statehood. T h e state, the nation's home
was built on the carcase of the Moghal empire.
The home was ultimately lost to a usurper, superior forcing invader but not lying down and
without a struggle which elicited admiration
even from the victor enemy. The state
vanished but the nation survived. It remained
in political hibernation under the adverse
circumstances created by foreign subjection.
Everywhere in human history we find
nations persistingly demanding a home for
them and if denied or deprived, fighting for
it tooth and nail. The greatest distress of
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the Jews as Mr. Silverman puts it is in their
sense of homelessness.
The slogan of divorce of politics from religion
mav have some appeal to the Hindu to whom
religion is a matter of faith and not a pattern
of social conduct. It is difficult to describe
what Hinduism is. Certainly it is not religion ;
name given to an adventure of culture.
ceremonies, superstitions with a matryx of reli
gious feeling. The common Hindu has virtu
ally bade goodbye to religion. It is somethin
for the Pandit to conjure with. To a Sikh
gion matters the mos't. He intensely desires
to love it. This he obviously cannot under
the new political dispensation when he has a
free home to himself and lives not as a guest at
the mercy of his idiosyncratic host for whose
temper he possesses the least social affinity.
He has nothing in common with Hindu or the
Muslim except that they all belong to the
species of homo sapiens.
Democracy requires for its successful working a homogeneous society, not likely to be disrupted by sharply felt divisions of language.
religion and culture. Even the father of
democracy in Greece could not accommodate
the slaves and excluded them.
*
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Right of freedom of conscience for a com
munity may embellish a constitution and yet
remain an unreality unless she is politically free.
All freedom ultimately depends on political
freedom. Rights secured otherwise, say through
pacts are myths to console oneself with.
Pacts have no higher value than a scrap of
paper ; their life and honour are in direct pro
portion to the relative strength of the covenanting parties. Religion for instance enjoins the
Sikh to eat jhatka meat. The practice prima
facie involves no 'social injury to the Muslims
or for that matter to any one. W e may
ave a pact with a Muslim statesman in powers
whose un-Islamic urbanitv of mind mav concede to us the freedom of eating as we desire.
Well and good if the matter rest there. But
it does not. W h a t about the ordinay Muslim
the Muslim in the mohallas, the Muslim in the
village who knows to his pride that his community is in power, Islam is ascendent, the
green flag is fluttering. And all this to countenance such un-Islamic practices! Shall the might
of law working through Muslim instuments
protect or even pretend to protect the aforesaid freedom ? Will the state indulge in the
luxury of arming every Sikh with one police

!
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man (who shall be a Muslim whose baton will
hesitate a hundred times before earning into
play in case of conflict between a Sikh and
Muslim) to prevent the highly probable encroachment of the freedom of conscience ?
The Sikh mind is clear as to the answer to the
question. Instances could be multiplied.
How can the Sikhs with a living religious
faith, a vivid and vivacious nationality and the
memory of their independent kingdom still
fresh be made to accept ad infinitum the
position of being under the Muslim rule. In
fact speculation as to possible treatment we shall
reclaim at the hands of Muslim or Hindu has
no bearing on the point. A nation must have a
home which she can call her own and where
she is the master of her destiny unless she
chooses to sign a warrant for her slow extinction. If choice is forced on the Sikhs between
slow extermination and a speedy death-struggle
against sister communities, I have no doubt they
will not hesitate in making the choice in favour
of the latter. Let nobody read any threat into
these lines. A manly nation does not promote
but at the same time does not shirk a fight
especially when her very existence is designed
to be wiped out. Even a worm turns.
V

.

CHAPTER VI

ASLAM-O-ALEKUM
Pakistan is coming. Our Muslim friends
would like us to greet him in the Islamic
style. There comes he, let us humour him lest
he should pick up a row with an infidel. On
hearing the Sikh demand his face registers a
look not of surprise but that of veiled dismay*
If we propose to talk to him he would like us
to talk direct to his Qaid-i-Azam, Mr. Jinnah,
his political spokesman. The leader is requested to be bold enough to face the implications
of his own logic. Mr. Jinnah claims that the
Muslims are a separate nation—conceded that
they are in a minority in India, a fact that
government organised on democratic lines
means government by majority—accepted precept; that majority rule means Hindu rule—a
logical conclusion ; that the only practicable
mode of ensuring democracy to the Muslims is
to form an independent separate state for them
—a disputed proposition. W e shall not waste
Mr. Jinnah's time nor our own space in raising
such objections as nebulosity, economic bank*
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ruptcy etc, for many have talked eloquently and
written elegantly about these. Nor shall we
go into details of putting the principle into
practice. These are primarily the concern of
the Muslim and not of the objectors. The
argument of a strong centre whether raised by
a sentimental Akhandbharti or a theoretical
economist does not carry conviction with him.
Naturally he cannot be expected to have any
tenderness for strengthening the centre whose
strength, he hnows, spells his own weakness.
But would not you, Sir, be satisfied if your
misgivings are set at naught by a proper and
thoughtful arrangment of distribution of functions with related powers, between the federal
centre and its federating units on lines somewhat similar to those followed in Switzerland
or in the U. S. A. ? Now, comes the answer
ringing more with obduracy than logic.
But what about the Sikhs, please ? Humph !
they are a sub-nation group. How can they
claim the status of a nation ? Such a demand
on their part is not in keeping with their
political status. They can have the assurance
from the leader of 90 million Muslims that
Muslim India will treat them fairly ; they will
be given weightage and repesentation in legisla/
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ture and services more than their strength
/warrants. Their rights will be safeguarded
by being incorporated in the constitution itself.
And why should not they trust a man who,
by George, means what he says. Mark, how
Mr. Jinnah repudiates his own logic and speaks
a different tongue. W e put him a straight
question. Are not the Sikhs poles apart from
Hindus ? Have not they a common past, a
distinctly different culture of their own ? Do
not communities of past culture and religion
cement them into one nation and separate
them for other peoples ? These questions set
him thinking. An honest man, as he is, he
makes amends and revises his opinion. In an
interview with the representative of the Associated Press of India, held at Lahore on March
•—"
1
4i
21, 1946 he said,
Today I met the'President
and the Secretary of the All India Sikh Students' Federation and had a discussion with
them. I made it clear to them that the Sikhs
as a nation are entitled to a state of their own.
am not opposed to it as such : provided they
show me where it can be created. I assure the
Sikhs that I am ready and willing to do everything I can to bring about a settlement between
*

^

1. The Tribune dated March 22, 1946.
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th Sikhs
Mr. Jinnah may
d the Muslim
be take
his words. He may be unbending
he is <
it
ly not crooked Yes w
could be created
Sikhs are not ethereal beings. If they ask
of
for a homeland they
quire a pi
terra-firma
N political arch
called upon to do surveying in search for a site
It cannot but be Punjab. Mr. Jinnah commit
an
on
th
pro
Sikhs
wh
h
g
claimed
1940 th
th Land of the Fi
Rivers was a homeland not of the Sikhs but of
the Muslims. The claim is based on poor history. It is an imperialist doctrine to claim a
territory on the ground of its occupation by
suoenor num bers. That way lies might not
logic, strife not peace. The Muslims, whatever
their number, can only be called tenants, occupants ; the country belongs to the nation who
built it with her very flesh and blood. But
how and why ? Ot this we shall talk in greater
details after we have had a meetin with a
Hindu gentleman and answered, not his objecion, for he has none, but tendered him a piece
of advice. ^In^ the
^ ^ meantime we shall leave Mr.
dy with a copy of The
Jinnah to stay in
the Sikhs, by Sardar
Punjab—the Homeland
^
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Harnam Singh, Advocate to be acquainted witrr
numerous economic, social, cultural, religious
and historical ties that bind the Sikhs to the
Punjab as distinguished from the only economic
bond that subsists between the Punjab and the
Muslim tenants. Oae remark before we leave
the Qaid-i-Azam. His insistence on the Sikhs
trusting the Muslims does not square well with
his pertinent refusal to trust the Hindus. W e
precisely long to live together with the
Muslims in the same degree as the Muslims long
live with the Hindus. W e could think of
and long for living together with the Muslims,
if by some miracle we could be made utterly
oblivious of our past. On our past, rests our
present and on it we hope to found our future
too. And for what—certainly not to acquiesce
to Muslim occupancy of the Punjab maturing
into ownership.
SANITY VERSUS SENTIMENT

^

Let us attempt to pierce the bubble o£
sentiment that our Hindu friends have built"
round unification of India.
W e propose to counsel the Hindu, the*
member of the other nation being enough to*
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the country its geographical label. A free
el is hardly appreciated.
But that is
exactly what he very badly needs. Objection
he has hardly any. It will be difficult to find
a typical Hindu. Brahmin would not permit
any one to be an enemy of the Hindu, nation.
Incidentally it may be remarked that in all the
seven provinces where the Congress was in '
power in 1937, Cabinet Chiefs were without
exception Brahmins. Dr. B. R. Ambedker has
been wasting his time and talent if he did not
understand this simple propositon about ownership. The pride of creating untouchability
belongs to the Brahmin. He is the master of
what he creates. The Hindus have been in
possession of the untouchables since ages. Possession as the Doctor knows is ten points of
law. How can the Hindu be made to disclaim even those whom he has treated as the
social refuse of his own communitv.
But we were in search of a typical Hindu
perhaps in vain. For one thing he is s,ure to
have donned a Gandhi cap. Anyway we shall
accept a Brahmin with a Gandhi cap on.
then he will feel spiritually defiled by the
contact with a person whose ancestry might be
tainted with some shudra blood. He must not
*#

*
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take chances and must be made secure against
this danger. Let us talk to him in absolute. H e
is just to listen and the science provides somany devices of communicating one's thoughts
to others at distant place.
Perhaps his intellect will revolt against
the idea of listening to an advice from a person
who in his estimation occupies a very low
position on the scale of intelligence. A Sikh
counselling a Hindu ! The very thought is
repugnant to the Hindu. However, heavily
he may discount, he can take my word for it
that the advice tendered is sincere as well as
sound. He should just free himself from a
sentiment.
Whatever estimation you have of the
Sikh rain, their brawns are undoubtedly
een as
worthy of your praise. You have
generous in your praise of the Sikh arms as
you have been abstemious in your recognition,
of the qualities of the Sikh head. If you have
doubts
refresh your memories with the
utterances of your revered leaders like Pt.
Madan Mohan Malaviya and the the late Lala
Lajpat Rai. And these brawns 'served you
on occasions too numerous to count or to
forget. How you have expressed your grati
*
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tude for these services, I leave it to
ponder. Do you sincerely believe that there
will be no future occasion for you to look for
help to the quarter from which it so often came?
so, you are sadly mistaken. Be not blind
to facts. None need tell you how the Muslims
as a nation are disposed towards you, for no
fault of theirs, and, one might say, for no fault
of yours as well. Suppose the Muslim had
esired to lose his entity. The place for him
in the Hindu hierarchy was the lowest, viz.
that of the shudra.
That too is an unwarranted conjecture for I have doubts if the
Hindu lawgiver could envisage that place even
for the Muslim. You could not help it even
you wished otherwise.
It was not an
enviable status for the Muslim to choose. He
decided, or to put it more correctly, you decided that he should keep aloof. He has been
on the soil of the country for ages, but this
age-long sojourn has not changed the stranger.
He
has
never
felt
any
sentimental
attachment
i
for the country.
He chose not only the
Prophet of Arabia, but also the desert civilization.
It is the date tree and not the
banyan for whose shade he yearns. You have
been cursing him all these years for not
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marching along with you in your battle
against the W h i t e Ruler. N o t that he was a
puppet in the hands of the alien ruler ; not
that he received favours and smiles from the
Imperialist Master as you wrongly supposed.
This psychological factor explains his political
abstinance—the lack of attachment to the soil
which he occupied as invader, as crusader as
emperor and ultimately as a fellow subject.
His patrimony lies elsewhere. Indian patriotism
is simply non-existent in Muslim psychological make-up.
N o w he has managed to
muster strength to carve a state for himself.
In the prevailing political atmosphere it is
unthinkable that he can be resisted or will
e resisted. It is almost a fait accompli in
the new political dispensation. The apparent
reason for his demand is the freedom from the
yoke of the Hindu majority rule. Is that the
only reason ?
Behind this he had links,
however, remote or nebulous; the yearning to
treat Pakistan as a jumping ground and with
the end of the contiguous Muslim States to
rebuild the Muslim Empire over the whole of
India. Don't feel annoyed when I tell you that
every Muslim has a conviction that the Hindus
are*a finished nation. And do you know what
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the Muslim prays for?
The following Urdu couplet reflects faithfully the working of the Muslim mind :
*
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The Sikhs alone provided you with sturdy
sentinels to watch the invasion gate of
India.
Surely you will need their services
asa in in no distant future. Let them have the
freedom to preserve and develop those qualities
which have been inculcated for the benefit
of all who become pray to anybody's h u r t
and injustice.
Should their natural virtue
be made to atrophy for want of congenial
atmosphere in the Muslim Raj if their demand
is not conceded and they be reduced to political
achhoots you will soon discover to your dismav
that you did not play well and even betrayed
your own'welfare.
Whatever name might be assigned to the
war just over, India willy-nilly had to come
in the sweep of this global conflagration
irrespective of her political status. Defence
of the country must of necessity have been
everybody's concern.
The Martial Sikh
nation which numerically represents 1*5 per cent
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of the total population of the country have
not less than one-tenth of the responsibility
towards India's defence. W e have not forotten the art of warfare that our ancestors
practised.
Whereas titles and honours are
awarded on political grounds, military awards
are earned by valour and singular bravery on
the battle ground. The large share of Victoria
Crosses going to the Sikh Soldiers is a positive
proof of his fighting efficiency. It is in the
interest of India that the nation from whose
ranks come warriors who without hesitation lay
down their lives in the discharge of their duty
towards the country's defence should enjoy
the cultural freedom so essential for the
preservation of her national characteristics
and virtues. To dry up this fount of strength
is to endanger the safety of the country as
a whole. The votaries of motherland should
see that her dependable guardians do not suffer
from emaciation. The Hindus are well advised
to see beyond the envelope of false sentiments.
They should put their weight not on the side
of political mendicancy or thraldom for the
Sikhs, but on the side of freedom. And a
this at no cost to themselves. There are no
hidden sinister designs underneath the Sikh
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demand. It is just a question of territorial
realignment to render available to the Sikh
nation a part of the soil where they can
pursue their political life peacefully; where they
can be masters of their own destiny and it implies no wish on their part to be masters of other's
destiny) ; where they can turn their plough
not as tenant slaves of Muslim Imperialists as
the Nawab of Mamdot would very generally
desire us to be, but as free owners. And this
buffer State sandwitched in Hindu India and
Muslim India will render service to both,,
absorbing political shocks of the one to the
other. Now adieu! You have no sincere doubts
as to the justness of our demand and indirectly
it serves your ends as well. The Muslim
friend has been tarrying since long to be explained as to why and how we propose to build
our homeland in the Punjab. To reiterate in
the plainest possible language, the demand
is : A sovereign Sikh State if country's partition
is decided upon, an autonomous unit for the
Sikhs if country remains united under a federal
type of government, free from the curse of
Muslim majority.
I
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CHAPTER VII

C R E A T I O N OF T H E SIKH S T A T E
W e resume our talk with the Musalman.
W h a t is sauce for the Muslim Goose can't
but be sauce for the Sikh Gander. The Muslim claims to be a separate nation and reposes
no trust in the solemn assurances and promises
of the Hindu on the ground that keeping in
view the ratio between the relative strength
of the two communities there is no prospect
of those promises being honoured. But how
in the same breath he preaches the Sikhs, a
Community of 60 lacs, to put faith in the promises of Muslim community, 9 crores strong,
passes one's comprehension.
Mr. Jinnah has been told that though the
Sikhs are not worship pees of land or territory
as such, they have numerous bonds tying them
to the Punjab that they cannot conceive of the
idea of adopting any other place as their homeland. To them it is a country of special sanctity, there being no less than 700 sacred Sikh
shrines spersed here and there. Many cities
and towns are the offsprings of the colonizing

-
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efforts of their Gurus or ancestors. Historically to think of the Punjab is to think of the
Sikhs.
In solemn truth the Punjab is the
creation of the Sikh colonist, the Sikh warrior
and the Sikh cultivator. Mr. Jinnah can't be
so ignorant of history as to think otherwise.
But the demand of the Sikhs takes away a
morsel, by no means mean, of his political
menu that he had prepared for the Muslims
Uy perturbed W h en the
d he feel
demand of the Azad Punjab was put
him he
complained that his Pakistan was bei
laimed
ot th
whereas conceding th
Yet
maimm
Sikh demand
is Pakif
oin m
1 political exterm
for the Sikh. Its acceptance means give and
take, live and let live ; refusal obliges the community to fight for its very life.
Neither political theory nor practical politics
has yet prescribed any minimum unit of area
or population as essential to constitute a
state. The experiment of building small nation
states on the principle of national self-determination is not new in the political world. The
Republic of Czechoslovakia came into existence
Denmark with a populat
37
in 1918
lacs was not only an independent state but
•
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enjoyed the imperial luxury of having a colony
as well (Greenland). Dominican Republic
enjoys a population not large than 19 lacs.
Finland had a population of 40 lacs when her
independence was recognised in 1917. The
Sons of Free Honduras do not member more
than 11,05.504. American philanthropy made a
gift of independent existence to Liberia with
a population of 15 lacs only. The independent
state of Luxemburg has an area of 999 square
miles and a population of 296,913. The Treaty
of Versailles created the city of Danzig as a
free state under the population of the League
of Nations. Constitutional pandits need n o t
frown if a nation of sixty million ask for an
independent homeland.
is not the number
of digits but the intensity of the feeling and
the cultural homogeneity of the men behind
these figures that matters in deciding whether
they shall have a free homeland or n o t ; political consciousness belongs not to numerals but
to men. Sixty lac is not a poor number.
It may e objected that the Sikhs don't
happen to be in majority anywhere in the
Punjab except perhaps in the district of AmritPerfectly
right.
That
is
the
very
cause
sar.
our
putting
forward
the
demand
for
a
for
*
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separate state. It is the cause and not the
reason. A nation of 60 lacs should always be
condemned to subjection to another nation is
gross injustice. Had we been not in minority
there could have been no occasion for us to
demand a separate state. The very problem of
minority gets resolved by conceding the demand for a separate state, Being a minority
we don't ask for the rights of a majority. What
we ask for is separate existence where we may
not complain of being ruled by any other
majority nation, nor any majority should complain of the veto power being in the possession
of a minority.
It would have been preposterous if the Sikh, being in a minority, had
asked for the rights of a majority.
We
wish to rule over others, nor do we desire
being ourselves subjected to any body's rule.
In fact, this discussion about majority-minority nexus is irrelevant to the Sikh demand for a
separate state.
•

There can be different basis for deciding
upon the actual area to be bounded by the Sikh
State. One can be the desirable density of
population. Agriculture is the mainstay of a
vast majority of the Sikhs and agriculture can
neither tolerate nor require a higher density of
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population than borne or needed by trade and
industry. Punjab is the granary of India or to
use the modern nomenclature a surplus province as regards the production of foodgrains.
N o t that its soil effuses foodgrains. This surplus is the offspring of the wedlock between
the virgin soil and the efforts of the finest
cultivators known to Indian husbandry that
the Sikhs are. So the territory should be adequate for the Sikh cultivator to exercise his
agrarion talent and skill acquired through
generations.
Another basis can be the value of the existing holdings in the Sikh hands. In the British
Punjab, the Sikhs pay in the neighbourhood of
26.6 % of the total land revenue. Keeping in
view the total area of the British Punjab to
be 49,000 square miles, the territorial share of
the Sikh State can be rightly put as 26,000
square miles. To this we should make a reasonable allowance for expansion. The Sikhs have
registered the highest increase in population
* as is evident from the study of the Census
Report of 1931 and 1941. Let us put the total
area to be 30,000 square miles.
The boundary line of necessity will be a
meandering line so as to exclude af^eas over-
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whelmingly Muslim and include predominantly
Sikh areas and other places of historical or
religious importance to the Sikhs such as sacred
places and shrines. There is nothing sacrosanct
about rivers and mountains. Men press them
into service in their onward march towards
material progress. They have no rights. Rights
belong only to men and nations, not to dead
material nature. Maps are drawn, obliterated
and redrawn by men ; they do not control the
destiny of nations. They are the visual expression of waves of material forces ; they have t a
be adjusted according to the material requirements and not vice versa.
But I am not giving a Blue Print of the
demand. That taste is left to natural political
leaders aided by practical experts. I have only
made a reference to some of the details of the'
demand in passing. There can be no finality
or degeneration about these details. They shall
properly form the subject of thoughtful
deliberation of wiser heads of the community.
My only concern here is to present in bold
relief the principle of the demand for a separate
state for the Sikhs.
The demand rests on an implied resumption
of exchange of population. The states are to
i
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provide facilities for such exchange. A state
Commission or a Board shall have to be
constituted to evaluate and purchase the property of emigrant population on reasonable
terms, reserving the right of refusal for the
property so purchased to the immigrants. The
Muslim will be given facilities to resettle in the
Muslim India while the Hindus may go over to
the Hindu India. Som o I Hindus or Muslims,
out of sheer conservatism, would not like to
migrate. They do so, of course, at their own
risk. Of course the Sikh state shall provide
them ue protection as the Sikhs outside their
own state will
uaranteed protection of their
rights by the states in which they happen to
reside. In the matter of their respective
materials, the states, needless to say, shall
reciprocate.
The realm of inter-state relations is a vast
ground for speculative thinkin
Those who
apprehend the spectacle of warring camps are
either false prophets or covert fascists workin
with the armoury of One Country, One
Nation, One State, One Party and One Leader,
W h e n we part by negotiation, we lay the
foundation of peace and the hope for building
material understanding and relations. In many
»
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matters of common concern we shall become
allies to smile and swim together. There can
be peace among equals, not among masters and
^slaves—a
^ ^ ^ ^ relation fraught with strife.
I the
American States had not recognised and
promoted equality of political status inter se,
the United States of America would have been
to this day an arena of strife and clashes; the
Swiss federation would not have come into
The avenue to peace is the increasing
bein
faith in human rights, rights of nations and not
rights of laws and countries.
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CHAPTER VIII

T O T H E DUPES O F FAKED FREEDOM
As regards the Sikhs themselves there is*no
scope for difference on the demand. Opinions
differ on hundred and one questions but not on
the imperative need of the nation for a
homeland. W h o would dispute about its very
existence ? The demand, as I said earlier, is not
.a new one,. It is but making concrete the
nebulous yearning of the Sikhs. You have
given ample proof of your national consciousness. Fortunate enough, you have begun to
. shake off the hypnosis of slogans and catch
phrases. You fought against the injustice of
the British rule and will fight equally valiantly
if you have the misfortune of being pitched
against the injustice of the prospective Black
rule. Have you examined the context of
freedom ? Do you find a place anywhere. The
two communities have gone too far in their
bargain to partition the land inter se. Where
do you come in the picture ? Certainly no
where in the paintings produced by both the
political artists, Mahatma Gandhi and Mr.

!
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Jinnah. In the picture that Mr. Jinnah produces, a position of political serfdom has been
alloted to you, for he feels the necessity ot
your labour on the fields of the Muslim^
Nabobs, This much about your economic and
political future, if the two artists come to terms.
And will they take long ? In fact they havealready agreed. The Covenant is drafted and
written. It only remains to be formally signed.
There are hurdles of academic objections only.
Lend no ear to their loud vociferation to the
contrary which they have begun emitting a
short while ago.
W h a t about the freedom of conscience?
You have given ample proof that you don't mean
to give up religion. The communist friendshave had enough time to cajole and flirt with
you and your belief, But will it be possible for you under the new regime ? I presume you
have not forgotten your past history. How
could you, when you daily repeat the sufferings
of you ancestors and preceptors. You need
not answer my question. I can very well read
from your very expression on your face. Don't
he deluded with such consoling remarks that
times have changed; the story of our past is
the story of the 18th century and we have
i
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^travelled two centuries ahead. Is two centuries
a period worth considering in the evolution of
human nature ? The Muslim gentleman is not
Muslim if he has changed radically from his
co-religionist of two centuries ago.
a
t the British rule
In your stru
there was the elevating feeling of being
considered a patriot. Your sorry plight and
stru le could earn for you the moral support
and sympathy of outsiders, not so in case you
against
are to resume your political stru
will lose the halo of
Indian tyranny.
patriotism about i t ; the outside world will not
purely local issue. You
raise finger at
will be in a far worse position while strugglin
against Muslim Imperialist as compared with
ht against the white
your position in the
Imperialist. Don't found hopes on a rebellion.
The organised might of the modern state
simply rules out rebellion of unarmed civil population as utterly futile. New political chains
are going to be forged for you ; political struggle
anew, unless you
is going to beg
3
forestall such designs by having a separate
homeland for you.
' I have not to convince you for your own
demand. But a word of caution is imperative.
*
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Your demand, however just and reasonable
would evoke nothing but opposition from those
who condemn you to homelessness. Its obvious
cogent sterility will earn for your leader
M. Tara Singh the accusation of occupying at
1
the same time fifteen stools. Mere resolutions
endorsing the material demand would not do,
A fierce struggle lies ahead and you must
brace up. This truly national cause may again
call one and all to colours. The whole nation
may have to don Khaki. However, fierce and
lengthy the struggle, triumph you must for your
cause is just.
Beware of the booming guns of the self-styled,
nationalist Hindu Press. Very strong frontal
attacks will be made on your conviction and
determination to act upto it. The gun-turretsare going to be directed towards you, pouring
forth such shells as communalists in truck
with Imperialists to sabotage independence of
India; separatists, reactionaries on the moves,,
motherland's vivisection
apace, transigent
minority Vetoing the rights of majority and
and what not! These shells will be accompanied
by a generous volley of shots of abuses. You
need not return these epithets. Only remain
1. Pt. Jawahar Lai Nehru's Press Interview on 6-5-1946.
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strong in your determination, not to falter o r
deviate from the path that has been chalked
out for you, the avenue that leads to therealization of your craving that you express inyour daily prayer:
Raj Karega

Khalsa

Your past, your culture, your racial charac
teristics, your religion all entitle you to the
status of nationhood
ey will all wither
away if not suddenly obliterated unless you don't
possess the staying political power needed for
their preservation. That is only possible if you
have a separate national homeland.
m
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CHAPTER IX

EPILOGUE
It will not be fair on my part not to address
a few words to the top-ranking representatives
of his Britainic Majesty especially when they
have hazarded all the risks of taking a flight
from india to New Delhi on the very heels of
the British Parliamentary Delegation, on such a
fateful mission of ranting indeoendence to
India. ,
N
The British Master is in a chastened mood,
no body would deny. Though his promises
have to be heavily discounted on the bitter
experience of memorable breaches, people have
begun to feel the change in his professions
about satisfying aspirations of Indian peoples.
Whatever painful mental agonies the Ex. Rt.
Hon'ble Mr. Winston Churchill might be experiencing at the dismal prospect of the liquidation of the British Empire, the Common Bridecided to put an end to that montain
strous injustice to one fifth of the whole
He is g
wash that sti m
human
of imperialism from his face. W h a t led the
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British to come to this decision of giving
tigate
India to Indian peoples it is idle to
arch
time by eschewing th
W e shall
We take him for his w ords and repose
trust in his bona fides. Yes, he is going to
grant independence. To whom ? To India or
to Indians ? Had he decided to free India his
task would have been imensely lightened—i e.<
just to pack up home and leave India to her
fate, to the possible consequential disorder,
civil war and who knows what. In that course
there was no necessity of conference, delegation
mission etc. Rightly or wrongly, he did not
decide to free India but to free Indians, That
decision is pregnant with big problems. In
consequence he has got to adjudicate between
the rival claims of different peoples, despite Sir
Stafford Cripp's assertion to the contrary.
You have been telling us all along and
rightly too that India is the home of many
peoples and Indian unity is a fiction in the
face of striking sharp and deep divisions and
differences. Your description of India being
faithful and not distorted by personal motives
was accepted as correct.
But could you or
would you make a volte-face and say you are
a recent convert to the Gandhian doctrine of
*
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Indian unity. If you do not evolve a solution
reconciling the contests of all the peoples you
will be instrumental in making room for another
imperialism viz. the Hindu hegemony. Again
conceding Mr. Jinnah's demand for a separate
Muslim State without giving a political home
to the Sikhs in the Punjab, would mean selling
the owners and makers of the province to the
Muslim tenant.
The Sikh nation whose culture, -manliness
valour and industry you so often praised and
admired, will suffer slow extinction unless
granted political existence, Infact in asking for
a Sikh State, we don't make a n e w demand,.
W e only ask for the return of our homeland,
our holyland. The last power that fell to your
predatory mission of the 19th century in India
was our independent kingdom in the Punjab.
If you have decided to unwrite the black pages
of Anglo-Indian history, why not begin with
the return of the Punjab to the hands from
which you snatched, not with superior might
but with superier guile ; to the hands who
were not only its owners but also its shapers.
How are you going to return your gratitude
for our blood spilt against the political gangsters of Europe as well as of Japan ? Certainly
*

*
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not by condemning us to political slavery of
the Muslims,
Is the complexity of the problem fatiguing ?
That will be a poor complaint to the wisdom
of those who for ages have been experimenting
with democracy.
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